
March 17, 2021  6pm

BCC

Present:  Elise, Chris, Cathie, Joan, Kevin

Absent:  Mike

1) February minutes were approved.
2) Community Forest

a. Davis Foundation grant has been submitted. Ask: $25k
b. Fields Pond Foundation a work in progress; rolling submission rules; Ask: $25k
c. VT Community Foundation-they may be helpful in pointing us in the direction of funders 

who can help
3) Why do we need a community/town forest?  (asked by Mike to Elise as a question to be 

prepared to answer.)
a. Forest will allow public access
b. Helps ensure the character of the town
c. It’s everyone’s forest

4) Will the town lose tax revenue if the town owns the land? Yes, but he amount is minimal.
5) What are the  long-term costs to the town?  Once established grants and other support can be 

used to meet the goals of the forest thereby minimizing if not eliminating any new burden on 
the town.

6) VLT holds the easement and will be required to be pulled into any management action on the 
property.

7) There is a planned KT trail on the property.
8) VAST also exists on the property along the pipeline.
9) Mike has a dozen Burke landowners how he thinks could be interested in donating.

a. We will ask Mike to see the list with us as we might know these individuals and can 
reach out to them directly.

10) The flyer has been shared on social media.
11) A Thank You letter will go out to each donor.  We spent several minutes editing the letter, 

including language around donation amount and tax deductibility.
12) Mike has been asked if the town will allow hunting.  It was discussed that we should not commit 

a “yes or no” to such specific questions as we don’t really know what might happen.  Our goal 
with the town/community forest is having public land available for use by the public and the 
residents of Burke will get to decide ultimately what uses are appropriate.  We’d aim for 
preserving historic uses of the land.

13) We will be drafting a letter of support that VLT and KTA will submit in support of the project.
14) Town is working on a “square” account to accept donations.
15) Mike has submitted the Arbor Day grant.  Trees will be planted in West Burke or in riparia, 

possibly in East Burke.  (Mike is also the new Tree Warden.)
16) VT Community Foundation has funding for community gardens.  Maybe an option for the future.

Submitted by Kevin Mack.


